Book Exhibition

The Two day (20-09-2019 & 21-09-2019) book exhibition organized by the Department of Library Science at National College provided a vital link between book sellers and book buffs of the city and neighboring Districts. A collection of 20,000 books on various topics, including Chemistry, Geology, Biotechnology, Physics, English, Sanskrit and Tamil languages Advanced algebra, fundamentals of mathematics and biography of great leaders and scientists, kept every visitor glued to the books. The Tamil editions focused on the later chola period, History of the Chidambaram temple, Periyapuranam and life and works of Sri Sundara – one of the four stalwarts of saivism besides the verses and interpretation of it.

In all, Eight Publishers had participated in this annual event catering to the needs of different Departments of Higher Educational institution. “A large number of Students and Libraries from Trichy and neighboring Districts benefited from the Exhibition” said T.Sureshkumar Librarian of the college referring to the response to the Exhibition. A special discount of 20% was another attraction.